Protect your Herd...
Protect your Investment.

Don’t Let an Infectious Disease Stop Your Herd In Its Tracks.

Tuberculosis and other diseases can be transmitted through the respiratory tract. Minimize the risk to your herd with good biosecurity practices.

KEEP YOUR HERD SAFE:
Quarantine new animals and don’t introduce into your herd until they’re TB test negative.

Prevent nose-to-nose and shared water/feedbunk contact with other herds.

Do not commingle Mexico-origin cattle with domestic cattle, including bucking bulls.

Clean trailers and facilities with 1 3/4 Cups bleach in 1 gallon of water.

KNOW THE REGULATIONS:
Colorado requires that all Mexico-origin cattle be tested for Tuberculosis twice before entering the rodeo circuit. The first test needs to be completed at the time of importation and the second test needs to be completed between 60 and 120 days after the first test.

All rodeo animals must be TB tested annually thereafter.

All cattle entering Colorado for rodeo purposes must also have a Certificate of Veterinary Inspection and an Entry Permit that has been issued within 30 days.
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